things i have done

tom williams

you-mami
Soon to be hitting dinner tables
near you, You-mami is a soy based
miso powder packed full of flavour.
Consisting of just three ingredients, it’s a
healthy and natural alternative to salt.

concept
Supermarket shevles make for hard competition, especially for
a new product. So we had to create a design that stuck out,
while also avoiding being boggged down by shoppers’ preconceptions. With a miso based product we wanted to avoid
any connection to asian cusine to make sure as many people as
possible would give You-mami a try.
The You-mami logo drew inspiration directly from the
product. A bold logo with impact mirrors the simplicity of Youmami’s ingredients and the punch of flavour it delivers. The

stark contrast of the logo demands attention amongst the
traditionally more bright and colourful logos filling store shevles.
This left our brand pattern to convey just how much flavour
You-mami packed. The colours were drawn from food that
represents the 5 major taste groups - bitter, sour, salty, sweet
and umami. These colours were stirred together, and left to
marinate, resulting in the brand pattern that became the
backbone of the You-mami brand, a vivid and eye catching
design that would make anyone’s mouth water.

When it came to the packaging we wanted to sing the praises
of You-mami. We put the main ingredients on the front to show
its simplicity and backed up its taste with a tongue in cheek
copy. A splash of colour, a dash of boldness and a pinch of
cheekiness make for a perfect packaging recipe.

see it in action

m-wek
A recruitment agency, hiring in the
finance and tech sectors, M-Wek treat
everyone with respect and never act
like a recruitment robot. They’re driving
change in the industry and are actively
working to address the gender and
diversity imbalance that’s prevelent in
these sectors.

concept
Recruitment can be a very cut and dry industry at times and
when it comes to people making such large life changes, we
felt it was important to make sure there was always a human
touch. Balancing this against the need to appear coporate and
proffesional was a large part of this project.
We began by referencing serif typefaces from broadsheet
newspapers, such as the Financial Times, to connect with
M-Wek’s business savvy audience. We leaned into this further
with the colour palette - taking more inspiration from the

Financial Times. Borrowing from its famous pink pages we
paired the pink with a classic financial institues deep blue, thus
creating a combination that spoke to both sides of recruitment.

heart, such as the number of female identifying candidates they
placed in a year. The idea here is to redraw the logo yearly to
provide a public record of their success in changing the industry.

The primary logo features a rotationally symmetrical monogram,
which gives the brand an air of refinement and tradition.
Its counter part, the circle brand mark, draws from financial
graphs, pie charts and every PowerPoint in the history of office
meetings. Each ring acts as a percentage bar for key M-Wek
statistics, revealing data on the issues closest to M-Wek’s

All of this was crafted into a modern, responsive website,
complete with animated gradients and infographics to appeal
to the techy crowd. The website also throws back to the brand’s
newspaper inspired beginings with its column style layout.

see it in action

simon taylor
Backed by his many years of experience
in the industry Simon Taylor wanted to
reinvent British estate agency. In an
industry that’s becoming increasingly
impersonal, Simon is taking a page out
of the American estate agency model
and is creating a direct partnership with
each of his clients.

It’s simple, Simon does property exceptionally well. A wingman,
advisor, guide and friend all rolled into one, Simon will not only
make sure that you feel like his most important client, he’ll put
more money in your pocket too by helping you make smarter
decisions about your property.

concept
When it came to branding Simon Taylor we wanted to keep
things simple and straight forward. Our initial vision for the
project was to simply brand him as Simon. We wanted to
create a sense of familiarity and friendliness around the brand
and what better way than getting on a first name basis.
Unfortunately, rules and regulations can get in the way and due
to a legal issue we had to use the full Simon Taylor.
The idea of familiarity and friendlessness stuck around as
they fit Simon so well. We positioned him as a “friend in the

know”, the knowledgeable family man that you can find at the
opposite end of your local bar. This concept was introduced
with copy writing that cut through the usual fluff and noise of
your traditional estate agent and positioned Simon Taylor as an
up and coming challenger brand.
A clean san-serif wordmark formed the basis of the visual part
of the brand, its simple letterforms echoed the straight forward
and simple nature of working with Simon. Softened slightly
with its rounded corners, the wordmark helps give the brand a

friendly and approachable aeathetic ,reinforcing the idea of
Simon being a friendly figure.
The final piece of this particular branding puzzle was
photography. We sent our photographer to Simon’s house and
captured him in his castle. Photographed going about his daily
business, we showed Simon as the family man he is and helped
foster a feeling of familiarity and connection between Simon
and his audience; circling back to the core idea of being on a
first name basis with him.

brompton
Your block management saviour.
Socially responsible and ehthical
business practices for an industry lost in
hidden fees and shady kickbacks.

concept
Brompton’s branding takes inspiration from the history of the
Brompton and Picadilly trainlines that used to run through the
area. Using a combination of typography that draws from the
early history of the underground network and the rich red and
green tiles that adorned the early train stations, the brand
creates an established and quality feeling.
Illustration is used to soften the brand and show a more playful
side. Colourful characters are nestled amonst wood block
inspired backgrounds to add character and interest to the

brand. These wood block city scapes are then leveraged again
in the brand patterning with small parts of the buildings being
repeated to create designs reminiscient of tube line moquettes.
These brand concepts have been translated to a modern and
engaging website. With its snap scroller design and focus on
useability, the website echoes elements of modern app design
and helps Brompton stand out amongst its outdated and old
fashioned competition.

This mixture of modern meets heritage inspired branding comes
together to position Brompton as a up-and-coming new kid
on the block. With a warm and welcoming first impression
the brand still retains a sense of establishment and quality to
inspire trust amongst its clientele.

see it in action

btw, i’m tom
I’m a creative designer and web
developer. I started my career as a
graphic designer and taught myself
to code while studying at Central St.
Martins to save on printer costs.
After spending a few years freelancing
as a web designer/developer I began
working for Barefaced Studios. I ended
up working my way up to being a senior
creative and lead a talented multidisciplined design team.
If I’m not working at one of my self-built
computers, you can find me out riding
my bike. Thankfully though, I’m never far
away from an internet connection.
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